Auditory brain stem responses from human infants: pure-tone masking profiles for clicks and filtered clicks.
The effects of simultaneous pure-tone maskers on ABR wave V latency and amplitude were examined in three-month-old infants as a means of delineating the frequency specificity of these responses in the immature auditory system. Masking profiles at two intensities (60 and 40 dBn HL) were obtained for click, as well as 4000- and 1000-Hz filtered-click stimuli. Infant profiles, obtained by measuring both latency and amplitude shifts as a result of the discrete-frequency maskers, were compared to adult data obtained under an identical masking paradigm. Both latency and amplitude analyses showed masking profiles for infants which reveal greater low-frequency contribution to responses than found in adult profiles. Additionally, the infant profiles reveal clear differences in the degree of high-frequency spread of masking when comparisons are made to the adult data.